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By German Schauss
Hello and welcome to my new exclusive column for GuitarJamDaily.com. In this column I will
discuss different topics ranging from practice tips and musical development to music business
and everything in between.
The Lightspeeder’s Practice Routine
As an active clinician and teacher, I am often asked by students about the best ways to
practice. First of all, I would like to say that here is no single way to practice. Good practice with
great results can be different for everyone. However, I employ the following methods in my own
practice and I also suggest these same methods to all my students.
The first and most fundamental aspect of practice is consistency. Practice everyday. Once you
have identified the best time of day to practice, it is important to practice everyday at this time.
This is one of the most imperative aspects of developing good practice habits. Daily practice at
the same time each day will become a non-negotiable routine necessary for consistent quality in
performance. You will not have any more excuses that you could not practice that Db altered
XYZ Scale!
The second indispensable aspect of practice is organization. Organize your practice material
into different categories. Create as many categories as you like. For example, Picking,
Sweeping, Legato, Tapping, Chords, Sight-Reading, Improvisation. Place all your exercises
from all your various sources, like guitar lesson handouts, books, magazines, websites, etc into
a folder or a box. Take a sheet or two from each category everyday and practice it. After you
are done, place this sheet in the back of the category. This method of organizing your practice
material will allow you to be thorough in your daily practice and it will prevent you from repeating
the same material over and over again.
The third and most important aspect of practice is to keep a record of your practice in the form
of a musical journal. This will help you objectively review your progress and journey in music.
Sometimes, it is hard to see the progress you have made on your instrument because you do
not have a point of reference for comparison. With a record of your daily practice, you will be
able to compare your actual progress and also plan your next step or goal.
It is good to remember that maintaining one goal can sometimes be a tricky thing. Very often,
your goal will change even while you are working to advance your musical skills. Your interest
may shift towards another goal that is related to these newly advanced skills and knowledge
that you have just acquired. I always compare this to the story of the boy with the carrot and the
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donkey. The boy dangles the carrot in front of the donkey so that it will continue to move
forward towards the carrot. However, the donkey never gets the carrot because the boy will
always dangle the carrot a little ahead of the donkey. The goal is not the concrete goal that you
set for yourself. The real goal is in the process. Once you are on the path you are on a greater
journey.
Thank you for reading my column and be sure to check out my website at http://www.german
schauss.com
for
more information, lessons, and music. If you have any comments or questions, or have any
suggestions for a future topic, email me anytime.
Rock on!
About: Close Encounters with The Lightspeeder: German Schauss
With dizzying precision and graceful agility, German Schauss takes us on a journey through
the outer limits of sound through mind blowing guitar playing and melodic guitar lines soaring
through stratospheric heights against the gravity of a rich and complex orchestral score. Using
odd and even meters German fuses the classical influences of Bach, Beethoven and Chopin
with modern instrumental rock guitar music through epic music structures and lush
soundscapes.
As a composer, performer and educator, German has participated in various music projects
from musicals to a funk band, his own solo projects to teaching at Berklee College of Music,
writing articles for MelBay and developing an advanced Rock Guitar course on “Shredding
Techniques” for the National Guitar Workshop’s online school “WorkshopLive.com.”
As an endorser of Parker Guitars, Laney Amplifiers, DiMarzio, DR Strings Maxon, Rocktron,
Presonus, Jim Dunlop, Native Instruments and Morley, German plays clinics and concerts at
international music fair and trade shows such as Musikmesse Frankfurt, the NAMM Show, and
other shows around the world. He has also been awarded in 2004, 2005, 2006 and 2007, the
ASCAP Plu$ Award from the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers.
German currently resides in Los Angeles where he teaches, performs, records and writes new
music for his album due to be released next summer.
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